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�is picture features my friend (on the right) sitting with a stranger on the threshold of an 
unknown house in the street of Katra (Allahabad). Coincidentally they happened to be talking 
about how things have changed around there. �resholds of the houses are a record of numerous 
small talk, passing comment, casual greeting turn into a deeper, more connected conversation. 
My friend here talks about the days gone by while I record this day before it's gone.

Homeland is a Shared Laugh

Prashant Mishra
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Dear Readers,

It’s tough talking about things that are close to you, isn’t it? Every great poem, piece of �ction, literary 
art births from a spiral of selfhood and indignation. Creating is rather a monolith of demolishing and 
rebuilding oneself through the process of language that derives pleasure from our identity. But where 
in that creation process does our thirst for a meaning lie..?

Alice Notley once said “one can’t speak of the collapsing sky and land” and we wonder whose sky and 
whose land they’re talking about. We live in a world that is polarised and every action, every policy, 
humanitarian relief has a shape of political zeitgeist edged to it and we strongly believe that it is here 
that the role of literature comes in. 

When we kept the theme as Homeland, we didn’t want our contributors to solely talk about the sweet, 
tender memories of the places of nativity, rather we wanted them to share their raw and honest inter-
pretations of how their land and its people have contributed to the shaping of their identity. We 
wanted to know how people from di�erent parts of the globe associate with their native lands - their 
vibrant cultures, and the age-old traditions. We wanted to read narratives woven around people’s 
memories of building a home away from home, in distant, foreign territories, where comfort didn’t 
come easy. Not only this, we wanted anecdotes; stories of how people dealt with political events - 
crises, con�icts and evictions, which threatened their security in a place they could once call their 
haven, and how those incidents left a mark on their being. Lastly, we wanted this compilation to 
speak of home, even if some people did not attribute it to a place, but to a person, an object or a 
feeling. 

India, where �e Remnant Archive is based is currently dealing with a horri�c second wave of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. �e situations that we are grappling with surely took a toll on us, but also 
reminded us of the importance of teamwork and the wonders that hope can do - it can give you some-
thing to look forward to. Homeland, thus, also testi�es the fact that Life Goes On. 

Today, as we release this issue, we extend our sincere gratitude towards our guest editor, Alolika Dutta 
and especially our contributors, whose heartfelt contributions have helped us in actualising what we 
had only once visualised, and if we may say, the output is remarkable! Homeland is home to distinct 
pieces of writings, exquisite photographs, engrossing conversations, personal accounts of exceptional 
diaspora artists and much more, and we can’t wait to open its gates for you. 

When you �nally get on to devouring the pages of this meticulously compiled zine, we hope that you 
stumble upon something - a word, a phrase, a picture or a poem - that would become the impetus for 
you to reminisce about your roots or a place that you can call your own, even if its a place in you. 

We also thank you all sincerely for buying the issue and donating towards Covid relief operations. 

Warmly,
Kashvi Chandok, Nehal Lala and Arshiya Mahajan

Letter from the Team



Mathushaa Sagthidas

Featuring

Mathushaa Sagthidas’s photography showcases a strong interest in �ne art, contem-
porary fashion and styling; she is studying fashion promotion at Ravensbourne Uni-
versity London and �ne art photography at Camberwell College of Arts, UAL. 
Mathushaa’s work often examines her identity - Tamil Eelam ethnicity and British 
nationality, which is a pivotal part of her work. �is complex cultural identity is often 
re�ected through traditions, history and strongly by fashion photography. 
Mathushaa feels that her work surrounding Tamil culture plays an important part in 
embracing the history and heritage. Mathushaa's work has been featured on Cam-
paign Magazine, Graduate Fashion Week, Fashion Scout, FAD Charity, Anisha 
Parmar London, MESA Magazine, Asian Woman Festival and more. Feel free to 
check it out!



Describe the relationship between your culture to your art? How is your 
identity a navigating mechanism for you to create art?
I would describe my relationship with my art and creativity is very much intertwined and really 
connected - within many of my personal projects, it's sort of like one can't exist without the other, 
especially as I use my creativity and process to �gure out and express where I stand with my Tamil 
roots as someone who was born and raised in London. My art and work is very much a re�ection of 
who I am as person and what has impacted me to become the person today - which is why a lot of my 
work really revolves around Tamil culture, something growing up in London I had distanced myself 
from to �t into westernised society. So I guess my work/ creative process is my way of me trying to �nd 
my way back to everything 'Tamil' that has had such a strong in�uence on who I am and the decisions 
I have made too.



Describe your thoughts while 
capturing your photographs.
My thoughts when it comes to 
creating my work really do di�er and really 
depends on the type of working that I am 
creating. When I'm doing collaborative 
shoots, no matter the location, it's just my 
thought process and creative thinking that 
is taken in consideration but also those 
around me, so in these types of shoots 
there's so much going but it's incredible 
because we either all have really interest-
ing and unique ideas/ perspective or 
something have very similar mind sets. 
When it comes to doing some still life 
work and self-portraits, there's just often 
only my vision involved so I would 
describe that process as quite easy and 
quick, because in the moment I'm very 
focused on captured the ideas/ vision 
that I have in mind; whereas when I'm 
doing shoots with my mum (something 
that I started doing during the third 
lockdown in the UK), there's this slight 
tension but in a really good because my 
mum idea have more a traditional take 
whereas mine have more fusion type 
perspective, but I feel that's more 
because of our own lived experienc-
es as Tamil women.



Urooj is a Freelance Graphic Designer and owner of 
@gupshhup. Her online space is all about sharing her 
creative journey with her audience and her personal goal 
is to grow as a creative, whilst inspiring women who can 
relate to her art based around societal issues and stigmas 
we face daily.

Urooj

Featuring



�e illustrations question stereotypes and stigmas within the South Asian culture whilst explor-
ing attributes such as gender equality, race, personal issues such as marriage/career, and cultural 
heritage (e.g., norm and the way of living developed by a community passed on from genera-
tion). A lot of societal issues within the South Asian culture aren’t spoken about for example a 
women’s menstrual cycle, or the tradition of dowry. Before I started my platform, I wasn’t half as 
aware about these issues as I am now and that’s due to seeing powerful pieces by other artists 
which challenge these stigmas. �e more these issues are spoken about the better, as art is some-
thing most people enjoy looking at visually and combining it with societal issues can make it 
powerful method to spread awareness. �ere are a lot of amazing things about my culture, how-
ever, there are more issues which need to be spoken about instead of being hushed and that is 
what I aim to do in order to make a positive impact within the South Asian community. 



I like to be quite �exible when creating my pieces, as long as I can visualise the outcome and what 
I want from it. My main focus is the message and that has to be supported by the illustration 
itself. Factors like their body language and facial expressions play a big role within the pieces. 
When it comes to choosing colours, I like to keep the pieces vibrant and colourful as it reminds 
me of my culture. It also adds a hint of playfulness as I don’t want my pieces to come across as 
being too ‘serious’. I can be a bit of a perfectionist as there have been times where I’m halfway 
through a piece and have decided to scrap it and start again, just because the message doesn’t �t 
with how I’ve portrayed it. However, I see it as part of the learning process so I don’t mind as long 
as I’m happy with the end result!



Anindita Sengupta

Featuring

Anindita Sengupta is the author of Walk Like Monsters (Paperwall, 
2016) and City of Water (Sahitya Akademi, 2010). She was a Charles 
Wallace fellow (Kent) and has received awards from Muse India and 
TFA India. Her work is in several anthologies and journals such as 
Plume, Feral, One, Ice Floe Press, Perhappened and others. She lives 
in Los Angeles, California. Her website is aninditasengupta.com and 
she tweets  as @anu_sengupta.



(from) Lament

How beautiful the eyes of people in my country.  
Where tracks cut earth, where wild grass bends, 
where pink spring spills across the side of the road, 

a haze of grief.  Grief hangs over the mountains like mist.       
What is the word for long-distance mourning?  
I carry sorrow in my spine. It hooves over each ridge.      A mad king with cows.       

Outside my window, cars glitter like tinsel foil 
in noon glare. A man and his wife in my dreams, 
crumpling.
   
          Two newts romance each other on a wall. I carry
streets in my memory, decorate them now with �owers
for the dead.   I am told I must convey the horror
without conveying the horror. 

mother/land
You rest behind my eyelids 
like a knife gash

so old, I had almost forgotten 
how you can wound so many
so quickly

Tell me what you know of grief 
And I’ll tell you what I know of guilt.
Brie�y, I’ll submit: my country 
is burning while we chat.  
We’ll make it a fair exchange 
or as fair as can be. Here, 
a theater re-opens. 
�ere, a charnel house. 
Hair sticks to the forehead
of a doctor. In a dream, I lead my mother 
through a city of bones, 
hunting for the gates, iron-black. 
A litany is litany only 
when it’s not your beloved 
on the �oor.    Conjure 
a garden  some how 
somewhere else      somewhere new 
Conjure a perfect circle, a portal   Conjure
doorways      Neural paths    
An understanding

Usually, nothing leads me so askew 
as deportation

but I’d airlift all the kids if I could       Conjure 
a magic island for them.   



Describe the relationship between your culture to your writing. How is your 
identity a navigating mechanism for you to write your pieces? 

Culture is hydra-headed; sometimes it a�ects my work insidiously. I am obsessed with place and often 
use it as a lens, a way of looking, a way of entering a poem. If stanza means ‘room’, I often step into that 
room with a particular place in mind. My identity is somewhat hybrid: I was born in Kolkata and grew 
up in Mumbai. In my twenties & thirties, I lived in Bangalore. I moved to Los Angeles about �ve years 
back. A hybrid identity is a way of moving in the world. It is like stranded colorwork in knitting. You 
have to maintain the tension between various strands just right or the whole thing goes o�.  I am �nish-
ing a full-length collection that talks about this tension, the invisibility one can feel in di�erent spaces. 
Because to be part of many groups is to also not be part of any of them. For a while after moving to the 
US, I felt disembodied. �e book explores how I embodied myself by making things with my hands, 
speci�cally through yarn crafts. It was a way of healing, of fashioning myself anew.  
 
In terms of my ancestors, my father’s parents moved from (then) east Bengal during the Partition. �at 
resides alongside my own pre-occupations with home, migration, and alienation. �emes such as pover-
ty, colonization, and post-colonial trauma a�ect me. I write about them to understand and navigate. 
Sometimes, to argue. Because there is a dominant culture that surrounds me and I must be in argument 
with it. I have a poem coming out in a journal later this year that deals with global inequity in waste 
management. 

I draw on natural imagery from places but also from books, movies, science journals. Beyond the identi-
ty of nation-state, we are a�ected by the common world we live in, the one inhabited by bears, salmon, 
geese. Reading about that world and bringing it into my writing is almost an act of de�ance, a refusal to 
be bordered by narrow expectations of what I "should" sound like. 

Describe your thoughts while writing the piece.

As news of the second wave of Covid-19 in India started coming in, like most Indians in the Diaspora, 
I felt a mix of grief, rage, helplessness, and survivor’s guilt. I was spending all day on Twitter, glued to 
the news, and having nightmares when I slept. Watching family and friends in India deal with loss and 
grief, wanting to help them, not being able to visit—these have been common experiences for so many 
of us who live far away. At the same time, people in the US are being vaccinated. �ey are feeling cheer-
ful and optimistic. �ings are re-opening. �e contrast is almost unbearable sometimes. Inhabiting two 
di�erent worlds can split one at the seams. 

It is not that I grudge the happiness of one set but how I wish, some of that was available for others. �e 
global inequity in terms of vaccines is being discussed widely. �e US recently agreed to back a vaccine 
patent waiver so production can be scaled up but a few countries are still blocking this waiver. �is hap-
pens even as people die en masse in several countries around the world. �e pandemic is not over 
because rich nations decided it must be so and sealed their borders.

Separately, I was reeling from the Indian government’s abject sel�shness and utter, malignant incompe-
tence. I did not have high expectations of this government—they were responsible for a genocide in 
Gujarat—but I had underestimated their appetite for carnage. Overcome by the horror, I started writ-
ing a series of poems to sort through the images, to put them down somewhere. It became a way of bear-
ing witness, of documenting all the di�erent aspects to this trauma. I can’t say it helps me “make sense” 
of it. �ere is no way to make sense of such devastation. Some things must remain beyond comprehen-
sion. �is is an attempt to record and remember.





Tale of Origin
Abdulmueed Balogun

Our visage is that of a cow,
trudging, heaving to the frigid slaughterhouse.
Our face is a re�ection of our mind; sullen and pallid.

�is land to peace is out of bounds
to grief a �eld of mirth, to anguish
an ocean of ecstasy. Yesterday, I lost
my dream to the pilfering hands of
homeland.

And this is how we tell our tale of origin
without decrying metaphor for smile,

when men's ears crave, the tale of our inception 
our grief-encumbered mouths chorus:
"a place that unleashes on us agile cheetahs of agony." 



I studied English Literature and German during my graduation. �e picture shows a part 
of the Department of English and Foreign Languages of the University of Allahabad. �e 
idea of opting for another subject for postgraduation left the department an element of 
nostalgia to it. Some places hold value because of the temporary solace they provide. Later 
they become nothing more than a cue of nostalgia.

Homeland is Nostalgia

Prashant Mishra



The Siren Song of Derelict Homes
Priyanka Sacheti

�ere is something about
derelict homes
which call out to me:
a siren song,
which I cannot
unhear.
In these rooms,
a mother and son fought
over a battle-scared test,
two friends cried together
over a broken heart,
a grandmother made rasam
out of an hundred year old recipe,
a baby learned how to run,
and an Australia of a tea stain
brie�y darkened the red �oor.
�e walls are now broken teeth,
a future peepal tree sprouts
from the roof:
birds and wasps have made
their nests and hibiscus ghosts
haunt the overgrown gardens.
Pluck out the intruders,
replace the walls,
bring back the people,
make us whole again
In the melancholy blue afternoon light,
I hear and then, just like that, unhear.
�e air is still, silent, �at,
as if nothing ever grew there.





Dear Green P lace 
Gerry Stewart

Cranes are my �rst milestone for return,
iron necks poised
in still re�ection over Glasgow’s River Clyde, 
talismans anchoring my straying
thoughts to the current.

Helsinki is present, rigid and real,
the truth of its scrubbed,
clean lines disturbs the vision I scry.

Eyes closed I can hear
my soft city’s hard voice.
I miss you, your cobbles and scars,
truths beneath the rain,
the comfort of gray stone.

I don’t pretend you are faultless:
graffittied and littered,
crumbling torn,
harsh laughter echoing
from your darkest corners.
You stroke my face
with your gentle winter light,
whispering promises you cannot keep.

I forgive your sins
and listen to hollow time
trickling over my fingers.



Aakankshaa Dubey

�is picture was taken in Amritsar, Punjab. On my way to the Golden Temple, 
I couldn't resist capturing this exquisite piece of art. It made me re�ect on the 
fact that often we �nd Home in people rather than places. �e troughs and 
crests we share collectively make us whole, make us a Homeland painted with 
hues of experiences and joys.



Reading Monty Don’s T he Ivington Diaries

Gerry Stewart

His book, bible-heavy, woos me to sleep,
sultry, mulch-stained.

�e jewelled blooms and winter-wrapped mist
of his English walled garden
are closer to my desires
than my patch overrun with mare’s tail.

He waxes lyrical about cow parsley,
the joy doesn’t translate into Finnish,
koiranputki*, dog tube.
I struggle to learn the words
and wild�owers
that will place me in this landscape.

I �ip to the month I’m longing for,
to mow overgrown meadows
when the snow piles high
or bury tulips’ white noses
when I’m raking a blanket of willow leaves.

Routines build year upon year,
reminding me a garden
is a slow process of repeated e�ort,
add a new perennial,
dig the weeds, feed the soil.

Good and bad seasons pass in my garden,
minun puutarhassani.* 

koiranputki means 'cow parsley' 
minun puutarhassani  means 'in my garden'.



�is picture was taken in the old streets of Katra (Allahabad). Some of 
these streets and buildings have seen the history unfold before them and 
generations take shape. �e buildings are slowly being renovated and old 
planks are being replaced by new ones, like the 'Ship of �eseus'. Is the 
new ship the original?

Bittersweet Memory

Prashant Mishra





Homeland

�at space that falls between a sense of place,
and the marked footsteps of memory,
can lead,by way of trick of fate, 
to a wished for land of the heart ,where
the home lies.

Where the water cupped
from a woodland well tasted the sweetest.
Where the heat from the Summer Sun warmed softly on the skin.
When the strength of youth was at it's zenith,
and the geography of the heart was mapped by native hill and �eld,
by native stream and lake, and

the murmurings,soft and low,of young friends
in the purpling night of a warm Summer,
walking home from a townland dance,
past the farmer's milk churns,
set out in the �elds like dolmen stones,
that we tipped gently over on their edges,
for a mouthful of milk to cut the evening's thirst.
Home,

to burnt days of hayseed air,
that rawed the lungs with every breath,
to shaved �elds of hay and bailing twine.

�e dust motes dancing  in the Sunlight's afterglow,
whose rays lingered lazily across
the bar counter of a country pub,dimming
to the measured tick of a smoke browned wall clock,

here,in such a place, we spent our Harvest wages,
sunburnt,  we ached under every movement of our arms,
every brush of our shirts against the  blistered heat of our skins.

here,shaded now from the Sun's heat,
we gulped the apple-smack



of the �rst draughts of cold cider
from the cask.

Now, in my time of remembering,
the country tracks meander,
stretching out before my mind's eye,
embraced,like the sleepy overhanging trees,

in a shining instant  in the Summer's haze,
as the shadows of evening cool
towards a golden moment of memory,
that is just in sight of the dreaming eye.

Homeland. 



‘Warmth’ happened to me as a rather pleasant accident, in a city that has been my family’s safety 
net for generations. �e subject in the picture is my 4-year-old niece, who in a way exempli�es my 
childhood - being her carefree self in the lap of mother’s concern and familiarity of the known. �e 
quiet and deserted streets past midnight do not invoke fear, but an unstated sense of comfort and 
attachment to the land. �is notion of belonging is an intuition for a 4 yo, heritage for the previous 
generation and lived experiences for the generation before that.

Warmth

Shakshi Jain



Dog Country, 1947
Haniya Shariq Khan

In this air that tastes like bomb rubble residue
we have blossomed and
now our mouths open
like �owers in bloom
and we say it—

We are partitioned, just like our homeland.
We starve, play our rib cages like
harmoniums.
Come closer and we’ll tell you how
half our blood is in the soil across the border.
Every day our sandals slap against the
tombs of our emperors.

Here in dog country, dust
supersedes air.
You can hear the shackles of the chained,
the ones whose bodies left here but whose
spirits roam the cobblestones,
holding the bricks of their decimated temples. 

God comes to visit every Friday
and the djinni holds my hand
when I walk through the dining room
of that old house, in the navel of
the subcontinent, where the rush of time
stopped in 1882

Once upon a time there was a sinner
who God hated
but she saw a hungry dog
and she �lled her shoe with water
and tipped it into his sagging jaw.
And then God loved her
and made her His own. 

He grips my hand tighter.
Who will come to �ll our mouths
with water from their shoe, 
little mortal grandchild of my dead master?
Will our throats split open
from the howling?





My Home in the Corpse of a Dog

Olabisi Bello

the body of a dog lies by the ocean,
one side of its black skin— a canvas of bullet-shaped holes
sculpted by maggots and other creatures that feast on the dead.
�ough my father taught me to honour departed souls,
those whose spirits needed lighted candles to guide them
or solemn prayers o�ered by throats clogged with memories treasured,.
my nostalgia tastes like blood, and metal, and smoke,
and it withers the words on my lips,
painting ashes in green, white, and green 1

the ocean is still,
like the mouth of a child silenced by his mother
or the face of a king who’s conquered the world.
But in place of worshipping peasants and royal subjects,
the ocean bank has pages of human-shaped voids,
coloured in by swarms of �ies and clews of worms.
�e dog’s left eye is open and white,
staring at me as if to prove life still �owed in its veins,
that the rot on its face is nothing but mucus that could be wiped o�,
or the sickly odour of death enveloping its fur is but a cologne.
All that remains of the right eye is an empty socket pointed towards the water,
or maybe it is the ocean that does the scrutiny:
a boastful glare behind the veil of a blue sky.
Under the guise of help,
the ocean tries to wash the body away with its waves,
But the dead do not remember how to move.

1 Colours of the Nigerian �ag



Daniel Villa



Paul Chiyokten Wagner, founder of the Indigenous  led-group Protectors of 
the Salish Sea, speaks to the crowd of  supporters in the capital building. �e 
group erected tepees made of  wood and tarps - what they called "tarpees" - in 
front of the capitol steps and were later forcibly removed by riot police.

Statement from Paul Chiyokten Wagner, Member of Saanich Nation of the  
Coast Salish Peoples, Found of Protectors of the Salish Sea: "When we  talk 
about the land we understand that this is who we are, when we talk  about the 
water we talk about the Creator and how everything was placed  here by the 
Creator creating perfect,  balance and harmony. Our job as  indigenous 
people is to care for all of creation, to protect the  creations of the Creator 
even the sacredness of water because we understand that all things are people 
and deserve the same respect we would give our own family members. Every-
one has an indigenous root, now is the time to feed those roots and stand up 
for the circle of life and our children's futures 10 generations from now."



Omen
Sumit Chaudhary

To be discovered is to be doomed. 

When wind’s reversal drove
a scud of sails piercing across unbreached 
horizons, etched
a route on the sea’s brow
from here to Cathay, past the Uttarakaris, 
a land awoke to borrowed light.

Elsewhere a royal crown
caught among the reeds, dropped
not dusted, changed heads and changed. 

So a spark reposed
in mind’s cavernous folds
till you came, plucked
and said to dazed eyes:
Here is a new world, here is paradise.



Man is said to be a product of his times. ‘Battles’ is an ode to the paradoxical evolution of 
the concept of homeland over generations. It is much like mother’s love - so ful�lling, 
profound and abundant deep within that you fail to locate the source, yet considerate of 
and divided between practicalities on the surface. What is gratifying is that this masked 
tough layer on the outside is in essence a cry of the a�ection within.

Battles

Shakshi Jain



Lessons from Ma
Aditi Bhattacharjee

A pigeon �ies into the kitchen, looking for a place to lay her eggs.
A refrigerator carton with its thermocol blocks intact is put in the 
kitchen bunker for new babies. It is a good omen, Ma says excitedly,
periodically peering into pigeon's paradise, looking for a pair. 
We roll our eyes, but she never minds, says 
only a mother understands another mother's plight.

Ma bakes a cake for Baba every year on his birthday; she has two – 
one before the partition and one after. We collectively forget both.
“We haven’t forgotten. Your gift is on the way, Amazon deliveries 
are never on time, Ma”. Damage control, an annual ritual by now.  
She calmly brushes our guilty submissions under the rug, saying 
there's no such thing as birthdays for old people.

She pilfers change in Nivea jars and Cerelac tins, preserved over 3 decades now.
Has a stack of letters in yellowed postcards from her estranged sister –
She rereads them every now and then, trudging through her aloneness in a 
happy spirit, turning old sarees into pillow covers, tablecloths and curtains. 
She says, there is always enough for everyone and more, if one remembers to save for a rainy day.

She makes the perfect Shorshe Ilish but relinquishes her bravery to Rajma Chawal.
She looks at packaged spices with suspicion and time and again goes back to 
her Shil Nora. It has taken 7 years to get her to use a knife and yet not enough. 
An age old Boti is her best friend in the kitchen. 
She says some things are best left alone.

She talks to herself; she talks in her sleep. Dreams of her village rice-�elds, 
from when she was a child, climbing trees unfettered, carefree, in a di�erent city, 
in an undivided country not yet afraid of north-indian recipes. 
She reads Satyajit Ray but has very little words of her own to o�er.
In her world, logic has no place, only prayers, for her presence to never claim space.

As per her Ma’s instructions.



Photography for me is a medium 
through which one can not only 
express oneself but can also voice out 
unheard narratives of substance. While 
clicking these images, my intention 
was more than just capturing architec-
tural marvels. I wanted to capture 
something timeless, something that 
re�ects our identity, our culture, the 
essence of who we are and how far 
we've come. �e fact that most of us, 
irrespective of our age, still �nd solace 
in exploring these gems of history, 
speaks volumes about our connection 
to our Homeland. 

Aakankshaa Dubey



tongue
Adritanaya Tiwari

i do not speak my mother tongue
but i always listen 
only to �nd it embroidered into my nerves.
from a distance, they must look
like the garhwal that i knew years ago.
green and gold,
shades of blue where the ganges �ows,
but it’s di�erent now.
concrete canopies,
wars lost to nature,
and smoke hide the skyline,
greed and caste take what’s left.

i do not speak my mother tongue,
connected yet fragmented.

what good is my heartache
if it stays silent
forever?

i do not speak my mother’s tongue
i do not speak up,

if i were to birth a daughter
i wonder
if she would ever �nd
the voice to tell
what the tongue knows.



Do we really have just one homeland in a lifetime? Is it a good deal to 
have just one place of warmth before you die? �is is a picture of a 
path leading to Dasashwamedh Ghat of Banaras. Banaras feels like a 
home to me. I often leave one to visit this ancient homeland to many. 

Homeland leads to Homeland

Prashant Mishra



After the Tsunami
�ad DeVassie

It has been years since it happened, but the smallest trigger can evoke a �ood of memories.     Still nights 
remain uncomfortably quiet. �rough darkness and shadow everyone watches their livestock, the domestic 
pets and strays, more closely than before; their collective hooves and pads are like tightly attuned ears 
feel-hearing for the under-foot rumble. Villagers don’t say a word, not this late when consonants sound like 
sea surge. �ey listen with ears as big as hearts, soft and broken, still full of water, praying their line of sight 
to a goat or a dog doesn’t fail. 





�is was a very random shot that I took on my early morning visit to Lodhi Garden. It
was the coldest day of February, 2021, the ground was all covered with some dense
fog and I saw this man walking by and I tried clicking this frame with the “drag and
shoot” technique that we use in photography to have a blurred and hazy e�ect without
editing the picture. In this picture I feel the fog and t is adding a lot to the whole
essence of the picture.





An Observation
�ad DeVassie

One looked at papers on his desk,
another at papers on his lap, and
yet another doodled.
 
�ey kept the congressional pins on
this time, allegiances unquestioned,
eyes averted with well-kept game faces
 
for a game within a game of a game,
 
a month removed from being stormed,
shaken to the core, now sitting safely
assuming they cast the right vote.

Notes: �e opening stanza is adapted from reporting by �e Washington Post, Feb. 9, 2021 following the 
�rst day of the U.S. President’s second impeachment trial.





�is is a picture from my recent visit to the Lodhi’s Tomb in New Delhi. To me this
picture brings me to calm , the ray of light makes me feel like the god’s talking and is
sending a light like blessing to the ground.





Interview with

Megha Rao

Megha Rao is a performance poet and 
surrealist artist from Kerala. Megha's 
work has been featured on platforms 
such as Penguin Random House India, 
Firstpost, �e Open Road Review, New 
Asian Writing, �e Alipore Post, Spoken 
Fest, Why Indian Men Rape and 
�ought Catalog, and trended at #1 on 
Spotify podcasts in India. Megha has also 
been interviewed by leading newspapers 
such as �e Hindu, New Indian Express, 
Business Standard among some notable 
others. Megha is a postgraduate in 
English Literature from the University of 
Nottingham, UK, and when she's not 
writing, she’s either facilitating work-
shops for young poets or working on her 
upcoming  poetry collection, Teething 
(HarperCollins India). 

Shivaji Stormsen



How would you describe your relationship with literature? Was it a tryst or 
did it take a particular event for you to know that you wanted to be a writer? 

I’ve been writing since I was six, but up until high school, I only saw it as a hobby. And then one day 
I was trying to �gure out what I wanted to be when I grew up, and I had a bunch of brilliant ideas I 
liked but didn’t love. I’d walk around saying I wanted to be an astronaut or a  pilot or something, and 
then one day at a social event, my father’s friend said something along the lines of, oh, I know what 
you’ll be, you’ll be a writer. Obviously. I couldn’t believe I’d never considered it before, I think I 
adored art so much I never thought beyond creating it. But suddenly, the prospect of choosing it for 
college felt very real. Suddenly, I just knew.

We’ve noticed that a lot of your poems are anecdotal and deeply personal in 
nature, how was it navigating your own identity through poetry? 
Music has been a constant, powerful in�uence in my life, and I love the poetry in lyrics. I love simple 
writing, so anything that sounded beautiful and relatable was immortal to me. I didn’t come across 
poetry I enjoyed until college, when I was introduced to Sylvia Plath and Yehuda Amichai and Arthur 
Rimbaud. Most of my in�uences write with a brutally honest voice, and that’s exactly why I gravitat-
ed towards them. For me, art is about being raw and cut open.. It’s about spilling. I believe all art is 
in some way, confessional. I remember starting out as a naive, clueless child, and then transitioning 
into a powerful, indestructible force - writing has been my vehicle of metamorphosis. I’ve discovered 
things about myself through it. Every time I write, it’s like marking a new entry in a diary, and in a 
way, it’s a record, an analysis of a past event. I’m reclaiming my narrative through it, and that’s 
intensely empowering. �e sheer amount of personal growth that poetry o�ers is astounding, and I’m 
in awe of it, to say the least.

How would you describe the relation between your writing and that of your 
culture? Our theme for this issue is “Homeland” and we’re curious about how 
your own remnants of home and culture shaped your writing? 

It’s scattered, yet �ercely loyal. I’ve drifted a lot ever since I was a child, and there are many cities and 
countries I’ve almost called home. When we settled in Kerala after my �fth grade, there was a lot of 
adjusting, a lot of cultural shock. Time has been kind towards my relationship with my people and 
my culture. I’m from a place that’s ferociously communist in its ideology. In my state, my people are 
extremely political, believe they can create change, and wake up early to go vote. We are simple and 
empowered. When I’m home, I’m usually accompanying my mother to the coconut oil mill or help-
ing my father pull out the edible parts of ripe jackfruit when I’m not taking work calls. �ere are so 
many amazing artists here. �e singers are extraordinary. My upcoming poetry collection with Harp-
erCollins titled ‘Teething’ has a Kathakali artist in it, is sprinkled with Malayalam words, is rooted in 
my culture. I secretly write Malayalam poems and it feels so liberating. My experiences from my roots 
are an integral part of my work, and I’m proud of that.



In a larger context, is poetry a medium to romanticise life? To maybe pick up 
fragments of trauma and create something beautiful out of it? 

�ere’s a di�erence between romanticising life and romanticising trauma, I believe. �e �rst one 
makes you look at life from such a beautiful lens, makes you love and live it to the fullest. �e latter 
is a dangerous a�air. For me, trauma isn’t beautiful. Pain isn’t beautiful. People who �ght their trauma 
like warriors, people who despite falling show up in front of life willing to be a part of it - their cour-
age, their determination, their resilience, their zest - that’s beautiful. �at’s what I want to make art 
on, that’s what I want to tell the world about. After all that life’s put me through (and I’m hyper aware 
that though I’m only twenty-�ve, I’ve just spoken like an old woman), I still hunger for it. I salivate 
over new experiences, over blue skies and freshwater lakes. I crave new connections, but also the 
gentle comfort in solitude. I want it all. I think life is romantic, I want to romance life, I want to be 
a part of it all. It’s truly as simple and complex as that.

“Don’t complicate it, use words 
people understand. Remember 
they’re listening to you, they’re 
not reading you

Namrata Khera



We love that a lot of your writings are from a feminist lens, who are some 
female artists that inspire you? 

I am hopelessly, desperately, obsessively in love with Frida Kahlo. I love her letters, I love her 
undaunted passion. Audre Lorde is my idol. I took up her collection, �e Black Unicorn, for my 
university dissertation. Anna Akhmatova is just as precious, and so is Margaret Atwood. And did I 
mention Plath? Yes, I guess I did. How about Kamala Das? She’s from home. And even Sugathaku-
mari is rather lovely. �ey’re my favourite artists, but they’re also my muses. Does that make sense?

How was the transition for you to go from the written 
form of poetry to the long spoken form? Are there any 
tips you would like to give?

Initially, terrible. I’d memorise my page poems and go up on stage. 
And you know, written poems are read well, but with performance, it’s 
di�erent. Spoken word poetry is all about the senses, all about auditory 
details and even body language. �ere’s focus on repetition, and when 
I create spoken word poetry, I turn to the goddess of rhymes. Word-
play helps. Don’t complicate it, use words people understand. Remem-
ber they’re listening to you, they’re not reading you - they’re not going 
to sit there analysing your work. �ey’re not going to hang onto every 
word, so time your punch lines, �t your pauses where you truly need 
them, and enunciate. Get ready to get emotional, you’re exposing the 
vulnerabilities of your heart. Go rage and grieve and be swept up in a 
maelstrom of euphoria on stage. Not that I knew any of this at �rst. I 
remember being super lame. I also remember growing, adapting and 
learning fast, I remember loving the process through it all. It’s been a 
thrilling, chaotic and absolutely gorgeous journey. And I know I did 
right by my art. Always.



Interview with

Aryama Sen

Aryama Sen is a �nal year student of engineering living in 
Kolkata. Her interest in a lot of things all at once led her to 
begin ind.igenous. Good �lms, books, and music are three of 
her most important driving forces in life.



What motivates you to write about the Indian Subcontinent? Besides person-
al a�liations, what is it about the region that speaks to you?

I have grown up with a lot of exposure to Indian art and culture. Music, literature, cinema, dance - 
all forms of art from the Indian subcontinent have shaped me into who I am. While I've continued 
to discover brilliant work from my country, I haven't seen a lot of people around me being as attract-
ed to it as I was. I started writing about things that are close to me because I wanted them to reach 
more people, and microblogging on Instagram felt like a good start to it. I wanted my 20-something 
friends to be as excited about a Shyam Benegal �lm as they are about the latest episodes of Game of 
�rones, to have Ravi Shankar and Nikhil Banerjee on their playlists, and to appreciate Abanin-
dranath along with Gogh.

What is your opinion on the decline of Urdu and how do 
you think it has a�ected Indian entertainment? Does it 
retain its essence through cinema and pop culture?

I cannot read or write the Urdu text, so I do not know if it is my place to 
comment on this. All I can say is, most of the Urdu I've learnt and loved has 
been from �lms made a few decades ago - be it Gulzar's Doordarshan series 
on Ghalib, Muza�ar Ali's Umrao Jaan or Merchant-Ivory's Muha�z. I 
haven't come across a lot of �lms in recent times that have delved deep into 
the language, and there de�nitely should be more. On the plus side however, 
there's more online content than ever today, and websites like Rekhta make 
Urdu accessible to people like me who haven't grown up learning the 
language. �e anti-NRC-CAA movements saw the return of Urdu in protest 
songs and poetry. Perhaps there are brighter days waiting for the language.

Hindi and regional cinema has in the recent decade started 
exploring the values of femininity and the way we de�ne it 
in mainstream culture. From your perspective, how has the 
female character arc evolved in �lms over time?

Strong female characters in Indian cinema of earlier times had emerged 
mostly from the parallel cinema movement - be it Mirch Masala or Mah-
anagar. �e woman in mainstream Indian cinema was mostly portrayed as 
the wife, the mother or the sister, with no agency of her own and blatantly 
conforming to a patriarchal mindset. �at situation has de�nitely improved 
a lot. �ere are more women-centric �lms even in popular cinema, female 
characters have found voices of their own. �is is perhaps also because the 
makers today feel answerable to an evolving audience.



India is a diverse country with cultural and communal identity varying from 
region to region. We’re interested in knowing the variations that di�erent lan-
guage’s cinema produces in “human behaviour”? Is it true that some cultures 
portray human characters with more depth, more cadence than others?

I wrote about Satyajit Ray's 'Hirak Rajar Deshe' a while ago - a children's �lm which is inherently 
very political, and someone commented, 'I think such a �lm could only be made in Bengal.' Being a 
Bengali, as much as I would love to be happy hearing this, it isn't true at all. In India, language chang-
es every twenty kilometres or so, but the basic human emotions, experiences, struggles of the working 
class aren't very di�erent across the subcontinent. Watching a Telugu �lm may feel di�erent from a 
Marathi one, but that is because of the language and culture of the region that the �lm portrays. I do 
not think there's any di�erence in depth. Brilliantly poignant and powerful �lms have emerged from 
every Indian language.

“In India, language changes every twenty kilometres or so, but 
the basic human emotions, experiences, struggles of the work-
ing class aren't very di�erent across the subcontinent.



You’ve taken quite deep and resilient takes on cinema. We’d like to know 
when and how your tryst with Indian regional cinema began?

I grew up watching a lot of �lms in my mother tongue, Bengali, and to me, that wasn't 'regional' 
cinema, but simply an introduction to the beautiful world of �lms. Calling Bollywood �lms 
Hindi cinema and labelling �lms of every other language as regional cinema is one of the saddest 
things that continues to happen. It was my love for cinema as a form of art that gradually led me 
to discover Marathi, Telugu, Assamese �lms. Only when we carry on with the Bollywood-regional 
divide, we limit ourselves as an audience.

Referring to musician Suman’s songs, you’ve mentioned “these were songs 
that one could play at a protest march or on a �rst date, all alone in the 
middle of the night or with an old friend at a co�ee shop.” We’d like to 
know more such gems, do you have any recommendations for our readers? 
(Any language, any genre of art will work)

So happy you asked this, because I'm at my happiest when I give recommendations! You may 
explore the music of artists like Moushumi Bhowmik and the band Mohiner Ghoraguli from 
Bengal. A very di�erent genre of music, but with this question I'm also reminded of Iqbal Bano's 
renditions of Faiz - beautiful songs of love, freedom, and life.



Aakankshaa Dubey







Homeland Elegies : A Novel
Romila
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Blurb: 
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author this tale is of an American son and his immigrant father search for 
belonging -- in post-Trump America, and with each other. Homeland Elegies blends fact and �ction to tell 
an epic story of longing and dispossession in the world that 9/11 made.  Akhtar attempts to make sense of 
it all through the lens of a story about one family, from a heartland town in America to palatial suites in 
Davos to guerrilla lookouts in the mountains of Afghanistan.

About the Author: 
Ayad Akhtar is a playwright, novelist and an Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters. He is the recipient the Steinberg Playwrighting Award, the Nestroy Award, the Erwin Piscator 
Award, as well as fellowships from the Sundance Institute, and Yaddo, where he serves as a Board Director.

Review:
Homeland Elegies cannot be categorised into any kind of genre as a novel. It's all about that and more. It's 
a book, a memoir, an autobiography, a meta�ction, a non-�ction. It is a brilliant book with so many opin-
ions, thoughts, feelings, and how its seams have broken, slipped, and torn a nation once great and known 
for inclusion. �is book deals with immigrants, their children, and the concept of America. 

In 1968, Akhtar's parents moved out of Pakistan to America. His father brought water to America like a 
shark. His mother did not. She mourned the loss of her home forever. His dad, a surgeon, loves America for 
what it is, and thinks things are going to get better (post 9/11 and more).�e book is about the life of 
Akhtar, a Wisconsin boy, a New York writer struggling, rubbing shoulders with the greats and yet not �tting 
in. �e book is about so many nameless refugees, and even those with whom Akhtar communicates, who 
are afraid of the future of their children in the land of greatness and abundance.

It's a father's and his son's tale and how they all see home di�erently. Homeland Elegies talks of so much 
that one book includes so much: immigration, identity, home, politics, the arts, and the loss of hope, 
although it is very di�cult to make sense of what happens with optimism. �e writing of Akhtar is frank, 
lively, introspective, and a wonderfully sketched portrait of a family in a divided nation. 



My reading experience with this book has been fragmented. �e narrative is disjointed and contradicted. 
Scenes from a chucklesome Su� ceremony led by an Austrian heiress is amusing. At times, it's even heart-
breakingly sad. After being abused by an Islamophobic while waiting to give blood at St. Vincent's Hospital 
in the West Village on 9/11, his story is one of debasement. �e author has arranged characters and circum-
stances with the care of a dramatist to reveal the fault lines where community or communication cracks are 
so common in our lives. He is stopped by a Pennsylvania State trooper who engages him in a discussion 
about Lawrence Wright's "�e Looming Tower” is one of the situations. 

I enjoyed the fact that you do not know what �ction or truth is in this book as a reader, and frankly, I 
stopped thinking about that after the �rst ten pages or so. All I cared about was where the story took me, 
and it took me to all the right places to count an unhinged number.

�e recent American political conditions that took Joe Biden to the presidency were so well written and so 
timely. In a modern way that is extremely relatable, this book expresses the perspective of immigrants. �e 
author speaks to contrasting views within an immigrant household between generations and how prejudice 
is experienced by immigrants - or those whose presence leads others to believe a person is an immigrant.

Superb novel and not a conventional book, but more a collection of '�ctional essays' that look into how 
non-Muslim Americans think and are maltreated by an American Muslim. In the United States, there is so 
much ignorance and resentment against Muslims, and he is trying to justify it and go beyond it.

It is author’s personal account, his relationships, his views on di�erent things, his love life, sex life, and the 
tough life of a Muslim after 9/11 years in America. His issue is that he is blamed for being critical of America 
by Americans (which everyone in the world seems to be over the last four years) and for being critical of 
Islamic practises by Muslims. �e book also addresses how the older generation of South Asians miss the 
nation of their home and will be happier to be back home. It is also a tale of a friendship between a father 
and son that is love-hate. Over 30 years, an intriguing family saga spread which I highly recommend to be 
read. 

By
Romila
@thenovemberschild - IG Handle
Hyderabad 



�ree boats abandoned over the river Ganga under Chandrashekhar Azad 
Bridge in Allahabad. A very small fraction of humanity lives on boats, calling 
those �oating, drifting wooden structures their home. Summers are a harsh 

time for this fraction of humanity. Summers see homelands abandoned.

Homeland is Abandonment

Prashant Mishra



1.000 Words for 1,000 People 
Brian Vlasak

1,000 AMERICAN CITIZENS DIED YESTERDAY.

It is hard to think of another day when 1,000 people succumbed to the same national event. �e
most obvious is 9/11, but that was 3,000 — the same number as the cumulative total of CoVid-19 
victims we surpassed around 30 March. As I write this sentence at 7am on 02 April 2020, a grand total 
of 5,064
Americans have died — an increase of 60% over 3 days ago.

Or, 160% times 9/11.

For many, the sheer amount of data provided on a continual basis is proving too much to handle.
Amongst my Twitter circle — a mishmash of disability activists, journalists, literary writers, professors,
cosplayers, gaming studios, and non-pro�ts — I see the same message: how does one cope with this loss?
One dear friend of mine asserts she does not care, that everyone dies eventually, so someone should just
“cough into [her] open mouth” because death is more desirable a fate than the telecommute to a job she
hates. Conversely, we have a leader presiding over our government who refuses to admit responsibility for 
this public health catastrophe, a man who is devoid of critical thinking skill, reads only in pictures and 
graphs, and decides to, just yesterday — the same day when 1,000 Americans died — launch a new war 
on drugs. On the one hand, we have a good-hearted person who is so over her life that she wants to die; 
on the other, we have a mean-spirited narcissist more obsessed with his press conferences’ television 
ratings than the fact that the United States will have likely incurred a cumulative death toll of two 9/11s 
by the end of the day this was written.

In September 2001, I was attending the State University of New York at Potsdam, majoring in
musical studies. My friends were future primary and secondary teachers, scholars, performers, and higher
education administrators. One of them, his name was Joe. Joe’s father was trapped on the top �oor of 
Tower 2. He did not survive. Joe held a wake of sorts with only one rule: everyone had to bring either an 
ounce of weed or a comparable amount of alcohol. I opted for a 24 case of Corona and a handle of Svedka 
vodka. Six hours after the wake began, I awoke to my partner at the time puking into a mesh trash can. 
Vomit coated one side of her face and had soaked into her dreads. I pulled her head out of the can, cleaned 
it as best I could, and left to pee. I lost about seven hours, blackout drunk, and came to in a suite’s 
common room that clearly belonged to neither Joe, nor his roommates. Apparently, the coping method I 
had decided to use was alcohol poisoning.



Now, almost two decades later, I see the statistic of 3,000 dead Americans and do not even bat an
eye. �ere is no impulse to drink myself into oblivion. All I can do — all I want to do — is watch the
number climb, peak, and recede. More adroitly, my desire is to see the end of this plague. As a person with 
a suppressed immune system, asthma, and a systemic neurologic disorder, I do not know that I will survive. 
I have no way of knowing — no one does — though I am aware of the estimates: 100,000 - 240,000
Americans, dead in the coming weeks. Or, for the sake of consistency, between 33 and 80 9/11s will occur
within a six to eight week period. While it is true that many of us wish to dissociate ourselves from that
statistic, it is also true we have become inured to these numbers. �e dead are not people, they are tally 
marks.

Personally, I am unaware of any deaths of friends or loved ones due to this pandemic, yet. �e
disconcerting thing is, I will. I may be one of them; or you, reader; or the editors of this collection. I hope
that is not the case, but I am not so ignorant to believe that it is likely. Neither, I think, are millions of other
Americans. �is said, some do not even acknowledge the pandemic’s potential reach. �at is a national
travesty. Worldwide, we will eclipsed have 50,000 dead by the end of this day, a Tuesday in April ( Source:
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html ). �e numbers will continue to rise, and societies will begin to
unravel.

�is unravelling has already occurred in Hungary. Parliament has bestowed its leader, Viktor Orbán,
with near-dictatorial powers. It would appear that the very fabric of their society — democracy — is just as
vulnerable to the virus as its citizenry. Given the recent backslide in our own country’s democracy, I fear
something similar will occur here. Successful impeachment notwithstanding, almost nothing has been done 
to check our president’s power. He was acquitted by the Senate, has litigated opponents into attrition, and
berated still others into submission. At least the House of Representatives’s verdict remains. Despite the
gravity of our president’s misconduct, it seems moot. Rather, it is moot when compared to the projected loss
of 100,000 - 240,000 American lives, or the potential for similar numbers in Hungary.

By the end of this week, 1 million people around the world will have been diagnosed with CoVid-19.
Some locations, such as Italy, have endured a mortality rate greater than 11%; others, such as Spain, stand 
at a rate of about 8%, while still others — countries like Iceland, Saudi Arabia, and Chile — are below 1%
( Source: https://bnonews.com/index.php/2020/04/the-latest-coronavirus-cases/ ). It is projected that the
eventual global mortality rate will stand at about 1.4% ( Source: https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanin-
f/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30243-7/fulltext ). �ese depersonalized abstractions, these tally marks, do 
nothing to re�ect that millions of people — human beings and democracies, alike — will have succumbed 
by the end of this pandemic.

It is 9:30am. 5,711 Americans have died.



Indigenous leaders from the Paci�c Northwest crowd the  Governor's o�ce in 
Olympia, Washington to demand the declaration of a climate emergency and 
the cancellation of fossil fuel projects. �e state capitol is built on the St,Chas 
Nisqually village site and though many tribes are federally recognized as sover-
eign nations, they are rarely treated as such.

Daniel Villa





“�e most representative and astonishing building at EUR, and the symbol of this archi-
tectural style, is the Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana, so iconic, so harmonious, so perfect like 
Ancient Romans wanted their buildings to be. It has since become known as the "Colos-
seo Quadrato" (Square Colosseum). �e building was designed by Giovanni Guerrini, 
Ernesto Lapadula and Mario Romano, also inspired by metaphysical art.“

Serena Piccoli





Like Ghosts Upon the Land
Darrell Petska

Land, the native land upon which we walk each day, bears not only historical but deeply personal signi�-
cance. We come and go, but the land remains, rich with its human interactions.

Stories humanize our lands. A historical marker in the Pheasant Branch Conservancy of the American state 
of Wisconsin reads: “On the night of July 20th, during the Black Hawk War of 1832, Sac Indian leader 
Black Hawk and his followers camped near this location. Desperate for food and frightened by the 
approaching military, the Indians �ed northwest toward the Wisconsin River the next morning.”

�at brief story gains context as one ascends nearby Frederick’s Hill, site of Native American communal 
tombs dating before 700 A.D.—some in the form of animals, such as Bird Mound with a wingspan of more 
than 140 feet.

Frederick’s Hill overlooks a wetland and a centuries-old artesian spring. Native Americans considered the 
spring a sacred portal to the “Lower World” and Frederick’s Hill a halfway point to the “Upper World”, with 
the spring linking the two journeys of the dead.

Almost daily I walk this land Native Americans once inhabited—land replete with stories of the Ho-Chunk 
tribe that settled in the area as early as 800 A.D., annals of the meshing and clashing of cultures over time, 
such as the Black Hawk War which decimated Black Hawk’s people, and accounts of forward-looking con-
servationists who labored to restore this area to its earlier condition.

To walk this land is to feel transitory, like a ghost, especially as one considers the area’s human history and 
conceivable changes during the next two hundred years. Meanwhile, overhead soar hawks, turkey vultures 
and song birds. At ground level scurry pheasants, rabbits, gophers, and a plethora of insects among the oak 
savannas, prairie grasses and wetlands. To mindfully walk here is to extend the present moment both back-
ward and forward in time.

Some elemental need returns me to this place again and again. Standing atop Frederick’s Hill among the 
e�gy burial mounds, I feel a part of the land’s long story. Almost two centuries ago, Black Hawk likely stood 
upon the hill, surveying his weary band of �ghters. Hundreds of years before, Ho-Chunk natives would have 
been gathering at the base of the hill to drink and draw water from the spring. Far earlier still, other natives 
came this way, lingered, and passed on.



Stories, such as Black Hawk’s passage, make this land especially meaningful. Generations have passed, leav-
ing their imprints, but the land has carried on with its native fauna and �ora. We humans walk the land for 
our spans of time, but soon enough we become ghosts—ghosts with stories tied to our names, ghosts con-
signed to history’s plaques and commemorative benches.

�e land, the native land, may transform in appearance over time, but the land remains, �rm underfoot, a 
reminder both of those who came before us and of our impermanence as others follow in our steps. Above 
all, the land represents a promise to future generations that their lives, their stories, have relevance and daily 
importance. In our passages across our native lands, we can ask for little more.



�is picture features my aunt (my father's sister) as she sits with her almost 
disabled legs watching her next generation and their next-generation wander 
about in the big old house that is now nowhere as populated as it was in her 
youth. Homeland is a witness of the changes over generations. Homeland 
looks at the energy of youth transmogri�es into a disability that gives one 
crutch. Homeland is a bundle of dreams that have been given up on. Home-
land logs change. It is the di�erence between what is and what could be.

Homeland is a Change

Prashant Mishra



Kosha Mangsho
Angana Sinha Ray and Shamini Kothari

Wash.
First, place it in the kitchen basin. �en touch the mutilated thigh, run your �ngers through the corrugated 
ribs, like an accident-prone speed bumper. Shu�e it. Turn your eyes to a strand of hair at the bottom of the 
sink. Coil it around your wet �nger and shake your hand vigourously to rid yourself of it. Run your �nger 
through any hard surface. Blame your housekeeper. Feel disgust rise up your throat. Feel the bile stuck at the 
edge of your throat.  Look at the pieces. Notice how it is soft in some parts, locate a piece of the delicate 
neck. Run to the bathroom and try to throw up. Give up, cry out of rage when you can’t. 

Resume. Wash the meat (again).
Cut your nails as a precaution. You do not want �laments crawling under your nails. You are not the butcher. 
You are not responsible. Guilt is for narcissists—a vertigo from having too much control. Silence your mind 
by running the tap on the meat. Let the water bounce o� its surface. Have the tips of your �ngers wrinkled? 
If not, pull gently at the gossamer white membrane of the meat—tender like the insides of your cheeks. 
Avoid thinking:

1. Like the insides of your cheeks, it was once sheltered with skin; 

2. About Durkheim from third year of college - the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. (�e butcher 
has done a �ne job, you cannot put the pieces in order);

3. Of your husband and mother-in-law sucking on the bone marrow;

4. Of the body sucked out of you; 

Instead, think: It’s a goat. It’s a goat. It’s a goat. It’s just a goat.

Breathe.
Pick the pieces one by one and lay them on a �at plate with raised corners. �e hardest bit is done. Take a 
deep breath. �e hardest bit was raw and fresh, numb and visceral. �e hardest bit made you vulnerable. �e 
knowledge of death is the worst. It knocks out your kneecaps before it claws at your lungs. If you can 
(out)last the initial bedlam, the following grief is just recipe. Your grandmother couldn’t read and lost her 
memory in the end so she spoke in disjointed sentences. Your mother used intuition. Remember grief is a 
heirloom in this family. It’s precious, hold it like a secret under your pillow. Sni� for it on afternoons when 
your husband is not home, inhale it when you �nd it. Shove your nose so hard you cannot breathe.



Marinate.
Gather yourself. Maybe this is closure. �e body growing inside you didn’t get a funeral. “It was the size of 
a cherry!”, your husband exclaimed after, “Look, we weren’t ready.” 
You haven’t touched him since. 
You haven’t touched anything dead.

You’ve thought, did the goat know its fate? At what point did the knife lose its e�ect? When did the pain 
escape its body? Did the goat levitate? Watch its body from atop the tent, its bloody intestines and open jaw 
discarded in a black polythene? Watch the torsos of its relatives hung upside down like prognosis for the 
younger ones? Watch people greet the butcher, fathers ask their sons to not look away so they become men? 
Is god kind to goats?

�e goat was a thousand cherries, or �ve thousand. It had a tongue, a pair of eyes, a steady heartbeat.
Did the cherry have a brain? Was it a neural organ or just a clump of membrane? Was it like a clump of soap 
at the bottom of a drain? Did it know? It  couldn’t, it de�nitely couldn’t, at least that is what you’d been 
promised. Remember, all bodies are not the same, some bodies are serviced, some evicted, some experiment-
ed with, some turned to dust; some lived o�, so some can live on. 

Never call a fetus a baby. Never call mutton a goat. 

Bury all your thoughts of the fetus (it was a cherry to be sucked and a seed to be spat out).

Try marinating the mutton in precise proportions. Women are bad at math because they are too sentimental, 
your father said.  Focus on the measurements so you can’t feel. Reconsider what a heaped tablespoon is, after 
all. 

Marinate. 
Grind the ginger instead of your teeth. Be reasonable, use a pestle. Eight to ten pods, or twelve, since your 
mother-in-law likes the pungency. If you �ll up her nostrils, she’ll dart out her tongue every few seconds and 
won’t talk much. Use sixteen garlic pods. When the sides of your index �nger start to burn, don’t stop. Just 
take to chopping green chilies instead—a di�erent sort of stinging. Doctors have endlessly debated whether 
your afternoon headaches are migraine or trauma, but you can focus on either to forget about the other (at 
least for while). If your temples feel sti�, remember to move your neck in circles, right to left, left to right, 
slow but without consistency. Pretend to be a wall clock that has lost its mind. Time is cyclical after all, grief 
arrives like skin breakouts—unannounced, painful in spots, shifting when you break one, eating your entire 
face inwards. You cannot ease out the lumps. Take the ginger, garlic, and chillies, and toss them in the mixer.

Marinate. 
If you want an activity with no rough edges, scoop out a bowl of curd and add a tablespoon of powdered 
haldi, laal mirch, jeera, coriander and meat masala. Beat it and the mixture will turn an emboldened sa�ron.  



Don’t worry, the coriander is an easy fragrance. But these spices are all drained of colour. You protested on 
your wedding day saying your forearms would remain a dirty shade of yellow if they rubbed too much haldi, 
and they lied that it would rinse o� with time. You’ve cooked so many meals with this particular ingredient, 
the colour has seeped into you instead.

You are haldi. You’ve tried to hold the loquacious glamour of laal mirch, the lemony disposition of coriander, 
but you are haldi. Essential at home but redundant in restaurants. Irreplaceable in the family dinners but 
common, charmless, subservient, a cause of embarrassment when spilt on a shirt; clingy. You can be a sprin-
kle of jeera sometimes, but the e�ervescence is temporary—it burns out. Your husband’s taken to oregano 
anyway. 

His �ngers are yellowish-brown from the endless cigarettes. Yours are brownish-yellow from the haldi. You 
don’t hold hands but are captives to the same a�iction – an endless wait for the end. 

Rub everything on the mutton with mustard oil. Let it sit. 

Light the stove. 
Select a sturdy round-based pan. Pour mustard oil, wait till hot. Slide 2-3 bay leaves into the pan. Behead a 
few cloves or else they splatter. A little cinnamon and a little cardamom. A handful of red chilies. Use the 
same logic as garlic. If you are feeling adventurous, do not switch on the exhaust fan. Let the fragrant vapour 
irk your nostrils. Try not to cough. �is is good practice for all the things you swallow – words, semen, 
shame, things that are now lining your lungs. Revel at your immunity against the world, or your cussedness. 
Look for your distorted re�ection in the pan. Notice how bloated your nose looks against the darkening oil. 
Watch the spices wrinkle against the contours of your face as though you are an old woman. Remember your 
mother-in-law. �ink of her face when you add the marinated mutton and onions to the pan. Attack the 
meat with ferocious discipline and toss it over. Let the oil leak from the corners. Despite how hard you try 
to hold it altogether – the resentment is always the excess. Floating on the surface of everything you touch, 
altering your smile to the shape of wave; nobody can fathom its direction.

Pressure cook.
Transfer everything from the pan to the pressure cooker. Pour some water. Turn the �ame on high heat. Wait 
for 15-20 whistles. �e �rst whistle takes the longest to arrive, and the rest follow in quick succession. Go 
sit on a chair, listen to the quiet. Eavesdrop on your heart. 

You cooked meat after nearly a year. Admit it, the initial revulsion was replaced by mild aggression towards 
the end. You enjoyed it a little bit. Somehow, the loss of your child turned into disdain for your husband, 
only to be marooned under the desire to hurt your mother-in-law. Admit it, you were excited in the end…. 
Whistle 1… Maybe your mother-in-law requested for the mutton so you could confront yourself… Whistle 
2… Maybe your mother-in-law just wanted to confront you on the salt in the mutton… Whistle 3… Your 
husband never stood by either of you in public but stood by both of you in private… Whistle 4… How 
many more whistles to go? Whistle 5…. Did you add the salt…. Whistle 6…. Answer the door bell.

Serve the body.  Serve it—the meat.



"�unda in the Rotunda" as Indigenous leaders sing and drum, the beats 
echoing in the cavernous heart of the capitol building.

Daniel Villa





�is was my �rst visit to Chandani Chowk as a person who was �nding her 
interest in Photography. I literally shot everything!
Shot the streets of Chandani Chowk from a moving rickshaw without even 
adjusting my camera settings , Shot loads of pictures of an empty rum 
bottle I found on the terrace of Khari Baoli , Shot this beautiful frame. But 
I just love the way this picture is saying that this shot could have been 
better. I agree. But still I love it.





There’s nothing a Curry Can’t Cure!
Aditi Bhattacharjee

�e sun has melted into the pressure cooker.
My friend and I are wrapped in cinnamon �avored air.
Him, mixing a bowl of golden beresta with scented basmati rice
and I, gently turning the lamb trotters in the sa�ron curry,
rich with masala from Kashmir that my friend sources along with
Rajma and Haak from the war-torn land of ousted communities like his.
�ey want to feel closer to home and this seems to be the only way.
�e third Sunday of every month has become a ritual now.
We sit in the living room of our modest 1 BHK �at and listen to 
tales of what it is like to be a Kashmiri pandit over bowls of Rogan Josh.

On days when I miss my mother, I open the spice box
to turn a Mustard Fish Curry into my home. A little bit of turmeric
and mustard can do what therapists can’t. When I pour dollops of
Morton ghee on Gola Bhaat, the aroma itself is potent enough to
transport me to our ancestral home in a village in West Bengal.
�ere’s my mother, aunt, grandmother, and cousin sisters sitting 
on the �oor, around a bowl of hot curry..
 
My Punjabi roommate born and brought up in Bangalore will
tell you the wonders a Rasam does on sick days. She, armed with her 
special mortar-ground Masala, will put a family of soup to shame. 
Forget chicken broth, forget medicines, there is no greater testimony to what a curry can do! 
Ask my Maharastrian friend about his love
for Misal Pav or my Odissi dance teacher about her obsession with Dalma
and they will sing ballads about them.

Heartache, heatwave, homesickness, the common �u, heritage,
turn around a dull day, lift a spirit –
there’s nothing that a curry can’t cure.



A random old man sits before me in an auto looking far 
into the horizon with food (eggs and a few rotis) held 
tightly in his hands. What does he think of? Home? 
Children? Hungry wife?

Homeland is a Horizon

Prashant Mishra



Artists
Daniel Villa : Born in Seattle, WA on the occupied lands of the Duwamish Tribe, 
Daniel now resides in Tacoma, WA on the occupied lands of the Puyallup Tribe. 
He picked up a camera again in 2017 to help document events for local climate 
justice group 350 Tacoma, which continues to �ght against fossil fuel expansion 
and for a just, renewable energy future.

Shakshi Jain : A television journalist by profession, Shakshi Jain aspires to produce 
impactful long-form stories and soul-stirring photoessays some day. Quality 
co�ee, bright yellow lights or a good biography can instantly make her eyes gleam 
with unparalleled joy! Write to her at @jainnshakshi (twitter)

Prashant Mishra : Prashant is a 22-year-old Psychology student in Allahabad who 
is fond of reading and writing. He also takes pictures in his free time, when he is 
not busy creating or reading lame jokes or incessantly swiping. His works can be 
found on his Instagram page whose handle is @door._.darshan.

Serena Piccoli : Italian poet\playwright\photographer\charlatan\cyclist\per-
former\feminist\lesbian\human rights activist\traveller\swimmer\chocolate lover\

Aakankshaa Dubey : Aakankshaa Dubey is a PhD Candidate working on Film 
Studies. She's an admirer of Gothic Literature and Period Romances. She �nds 
refuge in Urdu poetry and classic Bollywood songs. Catching perspectives on 
camera is her hobby.

Khushi Verma : Khushi Verma is an economics undergrad at Delhi University. She 
is a person who loves photographing a little everything. Instagram- @treasureof-
frames.



Writers
Haniya Shariq is �fteen years old and lives in Lahore, Pakistan. She has been 
attempting to write poetry since she honed her �ne motor skills. In her spare 
time, she likes doing macrame, practicing her embroidery, and researching 
her latest hyper-�xation.

Olabisi Bello is an aspiring biomedical engineer from Oyo State, Nigeria, 
currently studying chemical engineering. Despite her passion for science, she 
has always loved the �uidity and joy writing grants her and hopes to make an 
impact in society with this gift and overall devotion to making the world a 
better place. Her works have appeared in the Kalahari Review, the Neurologi-
cal Literary Magazine, and �e Open Culture Collective.

Brian Vlasak, MFA, PhD is a graduate of Emerson College, and the Universi-
ty of Iowa, respectively. �eir work has appeared in ‘Co�n Bell,’ ‘Columbia 
Journal,’ and ‘Echo: A Journal of Creative Non�ction.’ �eir �rst print article 
is forthcoming in ‘Saranac Review.’ Dr. Vlasak writes about the interplay 
between domestic violence, addiction, poverty, and disability. Oh, and they 
play Overwatch, Dead by Daylight, �e Long Dark, and stream many other 
games!

Sumit Chaudhary is a writer and programmer living in New Delhi. He holds 
a degree in Electrical Engineering from IIT, Delhi. Modernist literature and 
Arti�cial Intelligence fascinate him endlessly. Apart from writing in English, 
he is also working on translating works from Rajasthani, his mother-tongue, 
into English.

Shamini Kothari teaches at Ashoka University at the Undergraduate Writing 
Programme. She is interested in the intersections between gender, culture, 
materiality and art.



�ad DeVassie is a multi-genre writer and painter from Columbus, Ohio. 
He is a recipient of the 2020 James Tate International Poetry Prize for his 
manuscript SPLENDID IRRATIONALITIES. His chapbook, THIS SIDE 
OF UTOPIA, will arrive in 2021 from Cervena Barva Press.

Darrell Petska, a retired editor from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
publishes �ction, poetry and non-�ction. View his work in Buddhist Poetry 
Review, Nixes Mate Review, Boston Literary Magazine, Verse-Virtual, Loch 
Raven Review, and widely elsewhere. (conservancies.wordpress.com)

Adritanaya Tiwari is a dental intern from India. Her work has been/is 
forthcoming in Wrongdoing Magazine, �e Giving Room Review, Royal 
Rose magazine, Serotonin, �e Daily Drunk Magazine, Versi�cation Zine, 
Ayaskala and others.

Aditi Bhattacharjee is a sales specialist by profession and a poet by passion. 
When not in her day job she spends her days reading, sipping on chai and 
looking outside the window of her apartment. She likes to explore the mun-
dane, the everyday machinations of daily life through poetry. She lives in 
Mumbai with her partner, cat and a growing garlic garden. Her work has been 
featured in �e Remington Review, Ayaskala Magazine and is upcoming in 
�e Banyan Review, �e Alipore Post Lunch Ticket & elsewhere.

Angana Sinha Ray is a �ction writer and researcher. Her works have previous-
ly appeared in �e Bombay Literary Magazine,�e Equator Line and Raiot. 

Cathal Mac �rénfhir’ lives on the Mid-West coast of Ireland in Limerick 
City and close to the river Shannon. He has always had an interest in writing, 
especially poetry.
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